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 Executive summary 3
This report covers the environmental sustainability events of DITOs. The goal of this 
deliverable is to give an overview of the events and activities that have been carried 
out from month 1 to month 13 (June 2016 - June 2017).  
During this period, the consortium completed a total of 91 environmental 
sustainability events and activities ranging from one-off workshops for 10-20 people 
to long duration exhibitions and massive online science discussions involving over a 
thousand researchers.   
These events are an important part of the citizen science Coordination and Support 
Action (CSA), serving to build collaborations between grassroots communities, 
institutions and industry.  During the 13-month period, the consortium members 
partnered with 130 different organisations and reached approximately 587,813 
individuals.  
As well as collecting figures for quantitative evaluation and attendees’ and 
facilitators’ feedback for qualitative evaluation (both of which are covered in 
Deliverable 5.2 ‘Phases 1 & 2 Project Evaluation’), the consortium event facilitators 
have been collecting event ‘stories’ – snapshots of individual events to portray the 
status quo of citizen science dissemination and development within the 
environmental sustainability theme.  A representative collection of these are written 
up as ‘success stories’ within this document; notable examples were:   
• The year long Poison exhibition that attracted very numbers of people and 
allowed visitors to touch living animals; 
• Interactivos’?17 that was an intensive workshop that involved international 
designers creating alternative mobility prototypes for the city of Madrid; 
• DIY aerial mapping workshops that taught participants the art and science of 
aerial mapping using kites. 
These events demonstrate the diversity of activities, perspectives, participants and 
collaborations of environmental sustainability concerns within citizen science. The 
process of organising these events has emphasised the importance of documenting 
the personal stories and motivations of the people participating in citizen science. 
The partners have started to develop a variety of online resources from descriptive 
blogs that raise general citizen science awareness to open source software code 
repositories and an online platform that allows the public to ask questions of 
experienced scientists.   
The Environmental Sustainability engagement and support is Deliverable 2.2 (D2.2) 
from the coordination and support action (CSA) Doing It Together science (DITOs), 
grant agreement 709443. 
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 Introduction 4
This report summarises the activities organised and supported in Phases 1 & 2 up to 
month 131. The deliverable has used the evaluation templates and data processed 
within WP5. The information about events has been gathered through the DITOs 
web platform (http://togetherscience.eu) developed for WP3. The backend of the 
webpage has been designed to gather all these data from partners to streamline 
analysis and evaluation of the activities. The data used in this report was exported 
from the website on 17 July 2017.  
The summary of the activities is shown in this deliverable through a set of different 
tables. Firstly a general table gives a broad overview of the number of activities, 
participants and collaborations per type of activity during the first 13 months of 
DITOs. The second table shows the number of activities carried out by each partner.  
The next sections gives further details by splitting the data by type of activity 
(Interactive & travelling exhibitions, Conferences / Seminars, Gaming competitions / 
Online engagement, Discussions / debates at Science public cafés and public 
screenings, DIY & DIT Workshops). There is a table per type of activity that shows 
the names of the activities organised by each partner and indicates the number of 
participants and the different agents that each partner has collaborated with to carry 
out the events. Collaboration is a key issue for DITOs for integrating different 
perspectives and sectors of society, so these tables highlight the efforts partners 
have made to build such collaborations.  
The deliverable also illustrates the experiences behind the quantitative data: each 
partner has selected one or several activities they organised, and highlighted the 
features unique to that event through a series of Success Stories. These qualitative 
descriptions provide a rich personal perspective of the ongoing activities and are 
essential to sharing and spreading best practices among event organisers. 
The report is completed with a description of the online resources (video, data sets, 
blog posts, guidelines, etc.) that have been published and are accessible through the 
DITOs online portal. Each partner gives a short summary of their online resources 
including online repositories (instructables, code, videos, etc.) and social media 
accounts they have used to disseminate information from events.  
This document has been written in parallel with D1.2 and uses the same 
methodology. Since there are some explanations that apply to both deliverables, 
some pieces of text appear in both deliverables so that each report can be read 
independently. 
  
                                            
1 To allow adequate time for writing and review carried out in months 14-15, the reporting period 
comprises activities until month 13, not month 15 as stated in the Grant Agreement.  
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   Summary of the events organised and supported 5
This report has been guided by the Table 2.3 in the Grant Agreement (“Events and 
expected participants numbers in Environmental Sustainability activities”); see 
Figure 1, as well as the categories in the evaluation templates developed in WP5. 
 
Figure 1: Table 2.3 from the GA with all the planned events and expected participants during the whole DITOs 
project (source: DITOs Grant Agreement [1]) 
While Figure 1 indicates the expected number of activities and participants, the data 
gathered for WP5 shows the actual numbers for these categories. It is important to 
highlight that Phase 1 and 2 of in Figure 1 covers the first 24 months but this report 
covers only the first 13, so the total number of activities and participants will be 
significantly smaller. Additional events and activities not included in the initial plan, 
have also been included in this analysis. 
The data analysis uses only activities that have been recorded on the website 
backend as ‘public engagement in environmental sustainability’ and whose status 
has been recorded as complete. Activities that do not match both of these conditions 
have not been used in this report. This results in a few minor data anomalies that are 
detailed later.  
Table 1 provides the main overview of all the activities carried out. It focuses on the 
number of participants reached and amount of collaborations generated during the 
first thirteen months. The number of collaborations refers to the different 
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organisations each partner has worked with to carry out their activities. Repeating 
instances of the same collaboration are only counted once.  
Table 1 Global summary table per type of activity 
WP2 
ENV SUST. 
 
 
 
Type of activity (number of events carried out M1-M13) Total 
Interactive & 
travelling 
exhibitions 
Conferences / 
Seminars 
Gaming 
competitions / 
Online 
engagement 
Discussions / 
debates at 
Science public 
cafés and 
public 
screenings 
DIY & DIT 
Workshops 
Number of 
activities 
12 11 1 9 58 91 
Number of 
participants 
reached 
27,594 
 
1,586 550,435 349 7,849  587,813 
Number of 
collaborations2 
6 20 30 9 65 130 
Table 1 shows that more than 90 events have been carried out reaching more than 
half a million people with more than one hundred collaborators (e.g. NGOs, 
associations, universities, industries).  
Table 2 shows the number of activities carried out by partner according to the activity 
types defined within the grant agreement (GA). This approach will be followed in 
every table throughout the whole document.  Empty cells mean that a partner has 
not reported any events in that category. This approach will be followed in every 
table throughout the whole document.  
  
                                            
2 “Number of collaborations” has been calculated summing, for each type of activity, the number of 
different agents a partner has collaborated with.  
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Table 2 Number of activities per type and per partner 
WP2 
ENV SUST. 
 
 
Partner 
Type of activity (number of events carried out M1-M13) Total 
number of 
events 
carried out 
(status = 
completed) 
Interactive & 
travelling 
exhibitions 
Conferences 
/ Seminars 
Gaming 
competitions / 
Online 
engagement 
Discussions / 
debates at 
Science public 
cafés and 
public 
screenings 
DIY & DIT 
Workshops 
UCL 1 8  4 19 32 
ECSA     25 25 
MP  1   2 3 
KI  1 (1)3 1 2 4 
Meritum     (1)4 0 
RBINS5 11 1 1 4 10 27 
Total number of 
events carried 
out 
12 11 1 9 58 91 
In the next part of the report the data has been divided by type of activity to show, 
per partner, the name of the events, the number of participants and also the different 
collaborations that have taken place during these months. A guide to the 
classification of activity types can be found in Part B [1] of the GA (pgs. 13-14). The 
data is presented in Tables interspersed with Success Stories that reflect the 
qualitative experiences of event facilitators. 
The information has been organised as follows:  
• Each section focus only on one activity type: Interactive & travelling 
exhibitions, Conferences / Seminars, Gaming competitions / Online 
engagement, Discussions / debates at Science public cafés and public 
screenings, DIY & DIT Workshops. 
• In each table, the information has been summarised by partner. Only partners 
that have reported activities of a specific type are shown.   
                                            
3 Note that KI is currently developing an online application but this status is not complete at the time 
of writing the report, so this is not included in our totals. 
4 Note that Meritum is currently carrying out a workshop but this status is not complete yet since it will 
be finished in October, so this activity has not being included in the total numbers. 
5 Poison exhibition and XperiLab are on going activities not fully completed yet but since there are 
enough data available they have been included in the global statistics. 
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• The first column is a list of all the activities carried out by a partner by the 
event name. If activities have been repeated under the same name, they 
appear thus:  “Name of activity (Number in series)”.  
• Second column shows the total number of participants of the listed activities.  
• The third column represents collaboration and it has been subdivided into a 
maximum of 6 sub-categories. Where collaborations did not occur, the 
relevant sub-categories were removed to reduce table size and facilitate 
reading. The 6 sub-categories are as follows: 
o NGOs: Non-Governmental Organisations. 
o DIY & local communities: citizens, grassroots, associations that are not 
NGOs and do not belong to the rest of categories. 
o Education, Academia and Research: this includes public and private 
universities, schools, research centers, etc.  
o Local & national government: this category includes every public 
institution that have collaborated somehow in one or more events such 
a ministry or a local council.  
o Industry, Company & Startups: any institution, public or private, 
focused on production of goods and services that are usually profit 
entities. 
o Other: this category covers any collaboration that does not fit clearly 
into the other five. One example is a professional actress that supports 
the activity but cannot be considered directly part of a community 
devoted to citizen science.  
Between the tables, one or more examples of Success Stories are provided. The 
selected events and the text of each story have been chosen and written directly by 
each partner to reflect and champion different perspectives. Each story has been left 
unedited to accurately capture the facilitator’s voice and highlight the personal 
insights gained during these noteworthy activities.  
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5.1 Interactive and travelling exhibitions 
Interactive & travelling exhibitions raise public awareness about current research, 
issues affecting our societies, expose them to various approaches and possible 
answers to these issues while inviting them to consider the roles they can play in 
science and technology. [1] 
 
Table 3 : Interactive and travelling exhibitions events. It shows the name of events, public reached and agents 
that have been collaborating with partners to carry them out. 
WP2 
ENV 
SUST. 
Activities name (number of events of same 
activity)6 
Number of 
public 
reached 
Collaboration 
NGOs Local & national government 
Education, Academia & 
Research 
UCL Maps without Borders Exhibition 137 Public Lab  Ben Gurion University, Israel 
RBINS Poison;  
 
Small touring Exhibition on water and 
Biodiversity (3); 
 
Classific'ACTION (7) 
 
 
27,457 
(ongoing 
projects) 
Citizens association on 
Water management in 
Brussels (EGEB) for 
Water & Biodiversity 
Brussels Capital 
Region for 
Classific’Action 
Primary schools7   
 
Grupo Atrox 
 
The table shows a big difference in the number of participants between the events 
organised by UCL and RBINS. One of the reasons for this large difference is that 
Maps without borders was designed as an ephemeral exhibition to last less than five 
hours while Poison exhibition was open from October 2016 to Autumn 2017 and 
designed to attract very large audience numbers. 
  
                                            
6 Every activity whose name is in bold means that there is a “success story” about it. 
7 “Primary schools” are the target audience of the Classific’Action exhibition where it goes to Brussels 
Capital Region. This set of collaborations has been counted as one.  
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5.1.1 Success stories 
UCL Cindy Regalado London, 18/02/2017 
Maps without borders: Stories of civic science in action 
http://togetherscience.eu/x/151nshn 
 
 
Figure 2 Storytelling in action; using collage and bricolage for storytelling. Photo credits: UCL 
 “This storytelling exhibition showcased powerful aerial maps created by citizens 
using kites or balloons and point-and-shoot cameras. The target population was 
the general public. We explored how people around the world are harnessing the 
power of Do-It-Yourself approaches to address local environmental, social and 
political matters. Sitting around a proverbial campfire, the participants told four 
stories of unsung heroes in the U.S. and the Middle East, who crafted tools and 
gathered evidence that have reconfigured their perception of issues that shaped 
their lives. Their maps took us on the journeys that reveal who created them: their 
challenges and successes in achieving change in their communities. These maps 
exist at the intersection of science, the environment and social justice; they 
reveal the power of engagement and the way people create alternative narratives of 
transformation. The event was very well attended and sold out a month in advance. 
This is likely because we gave the event a catchy title and very inviting/short 
description, we advertised two months in advance and we found excellent 
challenges to promote the event (mailing lists apart from our meetup.com group). 
We also received high ratings. We repeated the storytelling exhibition three times 
which allowed us to incorporate feedback from attendees. The concept of an 
exhibition based on narrative and props was unique - and attracted many 
people as it piqued their curiosity. The limitation of the exhibition is the level 
of interaction. Attendees were invited to join follow-up hands-on workshops to learn 
the techniques that were presented during the exhibition.” 
Cindy Regalado 
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RBINS Cynthia Iburg Brussels, 10/2016-09/2017 
10 months  
Poison exhibition 
http://togetherscience.eu/x/hwxrae 
 
 
 
Figure 3 Visitors at Poison Exhibition. Photo credits: RBINS 
 “The Poison exhibition was a temporary exhibition hosted at RBINS. The exhibition 
included many live specimens, and focuses on the phenomenon of poison in nature. 
The live animals and perceived ‘danger’ of the topic made it appealing to a 
wide audience including school aged visitors. This made the exhibition an excellent 
tool for introducing a new audiences to science and offered them an 
opportunity to extend their engagement with science. Approximately 200 
students between 14-17 were given evaluations to complete following a visit to the 
Poison exhibition. The aim was to gauge interest in science and the desire for a 
follow up visit with an opportunity to meet a scientist. The students who took part in 
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the evaluations were from a variety of backgrounds including both sciences and arts. 
The survey suggests that the students were undecided about their interest in science 
- 50%, but it is reasonable to assume that they understood the question to mean an 
interest in a professional career in science. The exhibition presented an opportunity 
to introduce science as an exciting career option to these students, perhaps swaying 
some of them towards STEM careers. A large majority of students indicated an 
interest in meeting a scientist (approx. 88%). Responses regarding topics they 
wished to explore further with the scientist seemed to indicate that the 
opportunity to meet a scientist, rather than the topic, was the key factor in 
their interest. This indicates a potential audience for direct engagement with 
research science and scientists. This exhibition with living animals was a great 
opportunity for the kids to take selfies and promote and communicate their 
experience on social media.” 
Cynthia Iburg  
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5.2 Conferences / Seminars 
Conferences and Seminars provide the necessary spaces for groups from different 
sectors to meet, network, inspire one another, and foster discussions and future 
collaborations. Moreover, they increase science literacy, present citizens with ways 
to get involved in ongoing initiatives, and showcase techniques and tools for 
environmental sensing available to them. [1] 
Table 4 Conference and seminar events. It shows the name of events, public reached and agents that have been 
collaborating with partners to carry them out. 
WP2 
ENV 
SUST. Activities name (number of 
events of same activity) 
Number of 
public 
reached 
Collaboration 
NGOs 
Education, 
Academia & 
Research 
Local & national 
government 
Industry, 
Company & 
Startups 
UCL Bloomsberry Bright Club;  
 
CABI seminar; 
 
Civic Science & DIY 
Enquiry: Critical 
Perspectives and 
experiences from 
Jerusalem, London, and 
New York; 
Crowdsourcing the future;  
CwB Café (Phase 1);  
GI-Forum - University of 
Munster; 
Geoconnect talk on citizen 
science;  
Geography seminar - 
Reading University;  
Keynote talk at Esri Edu UC 
1123 Bright Club, 
Bloomsbury 
Festival;  
 
CABI (Centre for 
Agriculture and 
Biosciences 
International) 
IFGI - University 
of Munster;  
 
Institute for 
Science, 
Innovation and 
Society, Oxford 
University;  
 
Reading 
University;  
 
UCL;  
 
National Centre 
for Research 
Methods 
(University of 
Manchester) 
Scottish 
Environmental 
Protection 
Agency(SEPA) 
Esri;  
 
GeoConnexion; 
 
Terrapinn; 
 
Alcis 
MP Citizen Science Seminar 1 
(Phase 2) 
65 WWF UCL Madrid City 
Council 
Collectiu Punt 6; 
Creando Redes;  
Hecate 
Ingenieria; 
Scifabric 
KI Freaktion Bar #7 48     
RBINS Celebrate Europe Day  350  RBINS - Royal 
Belgian society 
of entomology 
DG 
ENVIRONMENT 
European 
Commission  
 
DITOs wants to integrate different perspectives and publics. Seminars and 
conferences are a direct entry point for people who want to approach different topics 
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of science. So in order to do this, partners have invited conference speakers from 
very different contexts. For example, MP carried out a two days seminar about 
mobility in the city and invited people that NGOs, industry and the city council to 
achieve a diverse perspective and balance of perspectives. 
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5.2.1 Success stories 
UCL Cindy Regalado Oxford, 21/02/2017 
Civic Science and DIY Enquiry: Critical perspectives and experiences 
from Jerusalem, London and New York 
http://togetherscience.eu/x/14dffry 
 
 
Figure 4 Tweet of the activity Civic Science and DIY Enquiry. Photo credits: UCL 
 “At this science cafe we shared the work of Hagit Keysar on DIY aerial mapping in 
Jerusalem ‘The civic view from above’ & Cindy Regalado on ‘Civic science in action 
in New York’ as part of their work with Public Lab. This science cafe was part of a 
series by the Institute for Science, Innovation and Society, Oxford exploring the 'the 
promises and perils of DIY science'. At this event we introduced attendees to the 
concept of civic science as practiced by Public Lab and openly discussed the pros 
and cons of the ideas and techniques presented. The Institute for Science, 
Innovation and Society was particularly interested in exploring the topic of DIY - 
especially in practice - and reaching out groups who are actively engaged in it. It was 
a great synergy in that they provided the space (physically and intellectually) and we 
brought the experiences and knowledge. We also made everyone engage in DIY 
exploration and sharing - which many had not done before and they enjoyed it very 
much.” 
Cindy Regalado 
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RBINS & 
Association Royal Belgian 
Entomological Society, Isabelle Coppée 
Isabelle Coppee  
 
Brussels, 
06/05/2017 
Celebrate Europe Day 
http://togetherscience.eu/events/celebrate-europe-day 
 
Figure 5 Children interested in insects during the celebration of the Europe Day. Photo credits: RBINS 
“The stand on bees from RBINS at the Directorate-General for the Environment of 
the EC (DG ENV) on the 6th of May to the EC during Open Doors event was 
facilitated by the Royal Belgian Society of Entomology. The DITOs team 
conducted interviews with the visitors, asking them their impressions and about the 
information they had learned during the event. The visitors were asked about their 
thoughts on EU environmental policies in particular the ‘roles’ of insects in the 
environment. The interviews include the main DG ENV organiser, Mr. Gilles 
Laroche, who described his own goals and hoped impacts of the event. The 
public were taught about the connection between these animals and the ecological 
services they provide, and informed on the importance of maintaining these 
ecosystems. There was an ecological garden with Interpretive materials where 
visitors could choose a flag represented the insects (prey, predators, pollinators, 
decomposers) and place it in the appropriate location. This allowed the visitors to 
learn about the role and importance of the insects in the garden and 
demonstrate how easy it is to contribute and protect insects in their own yards. This 
activity triggered many questions, interactions, and discussions. The visitors were 
invited to identify bees, wasps and hoverflies using magnifying boxes and an 
identification key. Using these simplified entomological tools the public could 
experience scientific work, improve observational skills, decrease their 
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apprehension regarding these insects. Few participants had previously used a 
dichotomy identification key before and the activity proved to be attractive and 
interactive. The visitors could observe and touch live insects in a vivarium containing 
living cetonids, adult and larval. The participants learnt about insects 
development, the soil as a living entity and the way insects can turn organic 
material into humus. This event was very popular. Finally the visitors could 
examine preserved insects. This attracted many young participants who had never 
had the opportunity to see insects in such detail and proximity. They were often 
fascinated and some even scared.  
The visitors received documents that summarised all the activities as well as links to 
the website of the society where further activities are proposed http://www.srbe-
kbve.be/cm. These activities made a direct link between scientific research, amateur 
entomologist who contribute to the understanding of biodiversity, and ordinary 
visitors who can play an important role in protecting the environment. It is difficult to 
quantify the number of visitors of the stand, however attendance was continuous. 
Publics included family groups, students in small groups and individuals. People 
stayed an average of 10-15 min at the stand and often engaged in deeper 
conversation. Children loved observing the living insects through the 
microscopes and often encouraged their parents to visit the stand. ”  
 Isabelle Coppee 
5.3 Gaming competitions / Online engagement 
Gaming competitions and Online engagement encourage new generations to 
envision and create other forms of public engagement in science and problem-
solving through collective intelligence. These result in online games or activities 
reaching a large numbers of people even beyond the boundaries of Europe. [1]  
Table 5 Gaming competitions and online engagement activities. It shows the name of events, public reached and 
agents that have been collaborating with partners to carry them out. 
WP2 
ENV 
SUST. 
Activities name (number of events of 
same activity) 
Number of public 
reached 
Collaboration 
Education, Academia & Research 
KI Labbooks n/a 
(in development) 
 
RBINS Ik Heb een vraag:  (I have a 
question): “We connect curious 
minds with academic experts” 
550,435  
(ongoing project) 
30 Flemish and Federal Belgian scientific institutions and 
universities 
 
The Labbooks project is still in development. In words of its manager, Simon 
Gmajner, “Labbooks (in total 6 versions altogether – 3 per WP) are planned to be 
used as instructable tools for participants at workshops.  They will be put on our 
BioTehna (and possibly Kersnikova) website, as well as on togetherscience.eu 
website in PDF form, available for download to anyone that wishes to facilitate or 
conduct their own similar workshop. As the Labbooks are intended to present the 
methodology and procedures of a workshop that produces a physical item 
(prototype, solar charger, microscope…), the steps photo materials and guidelines 
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need to be produced by mentors / facilitators of specific workshops.“ Am extract from 
a labbook is shown in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6 Draft of a piece of a “Labbook”	  
The other activity in the table, “IK Heb een vraag”, has been a surprising new 
addition since more than half a million people have participated. One of the keys of 
its success has been the great network of collaborators they have set. More specific 
details below in its success story. 
5.3.1 Success stories 
RBINS Bart Coenen Brussels, 06/05/2017 
Ik heb een vraag (I have a question):  
“We connect curious minds with academic experts” 
http://togetherscience.eu/events/ik-heb-een-vraag-website-phase-1_tdnsj 
 
“Ik heb een vraag (I have a question) was launched in 2008 by the Brussels-based 
DITOs partner the Royal Belgian Institute for Natural Sciences to make sure that 
everyone can ask a scientist a question.  
Using ikhebeenvraag.be scientists can share their knowledge with a wide audience. 
Currently over 1000 researchers are voluntarily engaged in this project. How 
does it work? 
Once we have received a question, the first step is filtering it. when necessary the 
questions are edited, and then are assigned to the corresponding scientific 
discipline. Our system then automatically sends the questions to the scientists who 
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are experts in the area, volunteering for the job. Whoever clicks first gets to write the 
answer. Before giving the answer, we determine the age and education level of each 
questioner. We also try to provide an answer that’s both extensive and 
complete, so that it can be understood without the question. 
The project, which aims to make scientific expertise easily accessible, has 
proven to be a success. In October 2016 Ik heb een vraag solved its 15,000th 
question. The milestone came from Brit, a 14-year-old who was wondering about the 
process of lava turning into rock. The answer came from Sam Poppe, a 
volcanologist who described the entire cycle of how magma turns into lava during a 
volcanic eruption. 
There are no typical questioners. We see people of all ages and backgrounds. 
There are children who are very curious about the world around them, and are adults 
who wonder about how some things are put together. Some examples of questions 
we received recently: ‘Does it make sense to still believe in the existence of the 
Germanic gods?’ or ‘What would happen if Pinocchio said My nose will grow now?’. 
While some of the strangest questions are going through, not all make the cut. When 
it’s difficult to deal with a specific question, because science isn’t ready to answer it 
just yet, we say so clearly. Our experts will then sketch possible hypotheses and 
ways of reasoning, and the current state of research.  
'Ik heb een vraag' is an initiative of more than 30 Flemish and federal Belgian 
scientific institutions and universities and is supported by the Flemish Government 
and by DITOs and hosted at the RBINS.”  
Bart Coenen, “Ik Heb een vraag” Supervisor & Manager 8 
  
                                            
8 Although the activity “Ik heb een vraag” is listed in the DoA under WP3, we have chosen to illustrate 
here this online platform because of its relevance regarding the theme “Environmental sustainability 
engagement and support”. Indeed, as a coordinated forum of questions and answers it represents an 
“ongoing event” between citizens and scientists with nearly 40% (during period M0-M13) of the total 
questions focused on environmental and life science topics such as climate change, survival, oceans, 
Earth and geology. “Ik heb een vraag” highlights 3 pillars needed to promote citizen science in 
environmental sustainability : 1) citizens curious about nature, 2) the crucial role of the facilitator and 
3) the pleasure scientists have when they can share their knowledge on their specialty. 
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5.4 Discussions / debates at Science public cafés and public 
screenings 
The GA states that the environment of cafes and screenings incite open discussions 
about science and technology and their related issues at the personal, local, and 
international levels by exposing people to topics of local or international importance 
in science and technology through friendly face-to-face conversations.[1] 
Table 6 Discussions and debates at science public cafés and public screenings. It shows the name of events, 
public reached and agents that have been collaborating with partners to carry them out. 
WP2 
ENV 
SUST. Activities name  
Number 
of public 
reached 
Collaboration 
NGOs DIY & local communities 
Education, 
Academia & 
Research 
Local & national 
government 
Industry, 
Company & 
Startups 
UCL Citizen Science 2017;  
 
Civic Science in times 
of crisis; 
CwB Café (Phase 1); 
Demystifying creative 
commons & 
copyrights issues 
175 Citizen Science 
Association  
Pen-Yuan Hsing, 
DIYer with 
passion for CC 
and env. 
monitoring;  
Pint of Science 
 Wilson Center SciStarter 
KI Freaktion Bar #4: 
Environmental 
conflicts and civil 
society 
14 Greenpeace 
Slovenia; 
 
Focus Institute 
 Faculty of 
Social 
Sciences 
  
RBINS Science Café (Phase 
1) - Earthquakes and 
tsunamis;  
Science Café (Phase 
1) - Poison; 
'Science Café (Phase 
1) - Farewell hall of 
insects and shells' 
Science Café (Phase 
1) - Belgian Best; 
160      
 
These activities, although they can never be massive in terms of participation to 
keep the dynamics of a proper discussion, provide deep and thorough citizen 
science engagement, covering a very wide range of topics for which a powerful 
network of collaborations is essential. 
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5.4.1 Success stories 
 
KI & RAMPA Lab Simon Gmajner Ljubljana, 17/11/2016  
FREAKTION BAR – Science Café:  
Environmental conflicts and civil society 
http://kapelica.org/index_en.html#event=1096 
 
Figure 7 Freaktion Bar #4, Rampa Lab 2016. Photo by Hana Jošić 
“Freaktion Bar is a generic name for science café – type of events that we are 
organising at Kersnikova Institute for the past year. The events themselves have 
been influenced by discussions organised in the past by Kapelica Gallery called 
‘Bridging the Gap’ which brought together artist & scientists discussing their 
collaborative projects or the context surrounding a specific scientific theme or an art 
project. Whereas those events were held in scientific institutions, ‘Freaktion Bars’ 
are mostly held in Kapelica gallery in a relaxed, intimate atmosphere with food 
and drinks available for participants. The evening discussion normally revolves 
around a handful of speakers, consisting of artists, scientists, experts, and a 
moderator, and a hybrid arts artwork that implements biotechnological or other 
scientific processes. The ‘Freaktion Bar #4’ revolved around energy transition, 
environmental conflicts and activities of civil society and hosted a variety of notable 
speakers, from Andrej Lukšič – a co-author of environmental legislation in the 
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1990’s, Dejan Savič – a representative of Greenpeace Slovenia, and Tomislav 
Tkalec – a representative of a civil society advocacy institute Fucus. The vigorous 
debate with a variety of attendees continued long after the event ‘formally’ 
concluded at midnight.” 
Simon Gmajner 
5.5 DIY & DIT Workshops 
These events, according to GA, allow participants to develop trust, confidence, and 
skills to experiment, raise questions, co-create and, to potentially engage in their 
own investigations and initiatives. DIY and DIT Workshops provide safe and 
inclusive spaces for people of all ages and background to engage with and learn 
from each other by sharing, rekindling, and building new skills and knowledge 
through hands-on experience.[1] 
 
Table 7 DIY and DIT workshop events. It shows the name of events, public reached and agents that have been 
collaborating with partners to carry them out. 
WP2 
ENV 
SUST. Activities name (number of 
events of same activity) 
Number 
of public 
reached 
Collaboration 
NGOs DIY & local communities 
Education, Academia 
& Research 
Local & 
national 
government 
Industry, 
Company & 
Startups 
Other 
UCL (Indoor) air quality: 
workshop & science cafe; 
BeWater European policy 
workshop;  
Beginner Arduino mini-
workshop (make a glow-
worm!);  
DIY aerial mapping 
Coventry;  
DIY glow-worms and 
mindful star gazing walk; 
Do-It-Yourself aerial 
mapping Part 1: aerial 
photography;  
Durham Star gazing with 
telescopes;  
Earth Hour Sky Quality 
Sensing;  
Earthhour self-led events; 
Earthwatch Star Gazing; 
Earthwatch Stargazing, 
Henley;  
Environmental Citizen 
Science Training Day; 
Explorer of the World 
Playshop;  
Public Lab Workshop 
434 EarthWat
ch 
Friends of 
Burgess 
Park 
Bartlett School 
Environment Energy & 
Resources, University 
College London;  
 
BeWater consortium; 
 
NERC; 
 
St Mary's Primary 
School - Henley,  
 
UCL9; 
 
University of Oxford 
(Zooniverse); 
 
Centre for Ecology 
and Hydrology; 
 
University of Warwick;  
Dumfries & 
Galloway 
Council 
 
The Royal 
Borough of 
Windsor and 
Maidenhead 
ARUP - 
Engineering 
consultant in 
London, 
England 
 
                                            
9 Other departments involved. 
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(Phase 1) (3);  
Senses & Sounds; 
Planisphere, SQM and Sky 
Map for specific 
constellations;  
Star gazing Burgess Park; 
Wantage Star Gazing; 
Are you listening? Noise 
and its impact on well-
being at Heathrow 
(ongoing - main workshop 
planned Jan 2018) 
ECSA10 BIOBLITZ: Esploratori 
delle Biodiversità per un 
giorno!; 
Bath BioBlitz;  
BioBlitz Almada;  
BioBlitz Olivais;  
BioBlitz delle Aree Protette 
della Lombardia;  
BioBlitzBcn 2017;  
Bioblitz - le numérique au 
service de la biodiversité; 
Bioblitz Monte Labbro; 
Duddingston Bioblitz;  
Ercall BioBlitz;  
Fordhall Farm BioBlitz;  
Forty Hall Park BioBlitz; 
Hengistbury Head Bioblitz; 
Magor Marsh BioBlitz; 
Minsmere BioBlitz;  
Natural History Museum at 
Tring BioBlitz; 
Parkhurst Forest BioBlitz; 
Proyecto Natusfera 
Bosque Boadilla;  
Rings End BioBlitz; 
Sharpham Estate BioBlitz; 
Sheffield Park BioBlitz; 
Smithills BioBlitz;  
Somersham Local Nature 
Reserve BioBlitz;  
WWT Llanelli Wetland 
Centre BioBlitz; 
Morden Hall Park BioBlitz 
1,433 ARBA; 
  
Bristol 
Natural 
History 
Consorti
um 
Dorset Bat 
Group; 
 
Sharkstuff; 
 
Christchurc
h Harbour 
Ornithologic
al Group; 
 
Faune 
Geneve;  
 
Friends of 
Rings End 
Nature 
Reserve 
Bournemouth 
University;  
 
IES Isaac Albéniz 
Leganés; 
 
Real Jardín Botánico;  
 
Italian Scientific 
Societies;  
 
UNIGE and 
opengeneva 
hackathon; 
 
Biodiversity4all (2); 
 
Cambridgeshire & 
Peterborough 
Environmental Record 
Centre;  
 
Centro Nazionale 
Bodiversità Forestale 
"Bosco Fontana"; 
 
Festival of Nature; 
 
Hengistbury Head 
Visitor Centre; 
 
IMBA - Institut für 
Molekulare 
Biotechnologie GmbH; 
 
Maremma Natural 
History Museum; 
 
Museu de Ciències 
Naturals de Barcelona;  
Parco Regionale Oglio 
Sud;  
Cambridges
hire County 
Council;  
 
Government 
bodies; 
  
                                            
10 Evaluation data are not currently available for BioBlitz events of the UK network. Data will come at 
a later time when ECSA’s partner BNHC, who is coordinating the UK BioBlitz network, will gather this 
data from his network.  
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MP 2nd Citizen Science 
Encounter;  
 
Citizen Science 
prototyping workshop 1 
(Phase 2): 
Interactivos?’17 
273  ECSA  Ibercivis; 
 
FECYT;  
 
UCL 
EMT;  
 
Hecate  
Ingeniería; 
 
Scifabric 
 
KI Sister's Lab #1;  
 
Sister's Lab #2 
20       
Meritu
m 
Environment DIY Lab11 (ongoing 
activity) 
      
RBINS Classic'ACTION (Phase 1);  
 
Classific'ACTION (Phase 
2) - Training teachers;  
 
Plushology; 
 
Phasma meeting; 
 
Xperilab (Phase 2) - 
science truck on different 
locations; 
 
Xperilab (Phase 2) - 
XperiBird accompanying 
the travelling science 
truck; 
 
Insect-week kick off;  
 
Insect guerilla Brussels 
City Hall; 
 
Insect guerilla Hasselt;  
 
Insect guerilla  Bruges; 
5,689  Phasma 
association; 
 
LIKONA; 
 
Natuurpunt 
association; 
 
Hexapoda: 
 
Atalanta; 
Primary schools; 
 
Royal Entomological 
Society of Antwerp; 
 
Flemish Entomological 
Society;  
 
Royal Belgian Society 
of Entomology; 
 
Atalanta association; 
 
Lieteberge National 
Park; 
 
Hexapoda Insectarium 
« Jean Leclercq »; 
 
University of Liege 
 
 
Brussels 
Capital 
Region; 
 
National 
lottery; 
 
Federation 
Wallonie 
Bruxelles; 
 
Municipality 
of Brussels; 
 
Waremme 
city 
 
 
Google; 
 
Solvay;  
 
Koppert 
 
Celebrity 
Lieven 
Scheire 
 
Biologist 
and 
celebrity 
Dirk 
Draulans 
As seen in Table 7, DIY and DIT workshops are the largest group of events in 
DITOs. This is coherent with the practical approach of citizen science since they 
promote a powerful engagement with a learning by doing perspective. These 
workshops cannot be conceived without strong collaborations and links to grassroots 
practitioners. It is interesting to highlight in terms of participation the set of twenty-
five Bioblitz workshops and also the different activities carried out by RBINS, some 
                                            
11 This is an ongoing activity that is plan to finished in October 2017. 
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of which were organised in relation to their exhibitions. Due to the importance of the 
workshops on terms of number of activities, it has been considered appropriate to 
showcase a variety of approaches in Success Stories.  
5.5.1 Success stories 
UCL Cindy  London 
18/03/2017 
Do-It-Yourself aerial mapping Part 1: aerial photography 
http://togetherscience.eu/x/1sinn1h 
 
Figure 8 Walking to mapping location carrying kites and camera rig. Photo credits: UCL 
 “DIY aerial mapping aims at introducing people to accessible tools for 
grassroots environmental monitoring. Participants learnt the art and science of 
DIY aerial mapping using kites: how fly a kite, attach a camera, map an area of land, 
learn how to make a composite aerial photograph using MapKnitter.org (open source 
software), how to interpret and use aerial photos, and learn from examples of how 
DIY mapping has been used around the world and learn about the culture of open 
source, attributions, and ethos of DIY. 
Communities lack access to the tools and techniques needed to participate in 
decisions being made about their communities (publiclab.org). The event aims at 
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creating an introducing people to an open network of community organisers, 
educators, technologists and researchers who together work on developing low cost 
solutions for monitoring air, water and land and the different techniques associated 
with these. We actively work with Public Lab to build and inspire this growing 
community of DIY activists and explorers. To maintain this community we have in 
place mailing lists and lending libraries but also a platform to share and build 
on each other's work. 
It was a great opportunity to work directly with members of ARUP, and independent 
firm of designers, planners, engineers, consultants and technical specialists who try 
to engage young and aspiring professionals and students to learn about the ethos of 
open science and attribution, working with communities, and collaborating openly. 
There was no target group; the event was open to anyone. The event went well 
because we were reached out to by ARUP and (after some negotiation) they 
agreed to open the event to the public so there was an interesting 
intermingling of people from a wide range of backgrounds.” 
Cindy Regalado 
UCL  Muki Haklay Oxford, 02/02/2017 
Environmental Citizen Science Training Day 
http://togetherscience.eu/events/citizen-science-training-day 
“The Environmental Citizen Science training day demonstrated the synergies that 
are possible when activities from DITOs are linked to other projects. The training day 
run in Oxford city hall, early in February 2017, bringing together 60 researchers, 
mostly in early stage of their career and from a very wide range of 
background, who were very keen to learn and get some concentrated practical 
training on environmental citizen science. The “into the night” project focused on 
a piloting a citizen science activity that will link artificial light with nature and 
human wellbeing. In a way, the project was trying to ask “are human suffering from 
star deficit disorder? And what are the impacts on nature?”. In particular, the 
project focused on a potential citizen science project that focuses on glow-
worm and human wellbeing through experiencing darkness at the same time. 
Into the Night, therefore, framed some of the exercises that were covered in the 
training day, but the day itself was about general training of environmental citizen 
science: the processes that are required to create a successful project, the role of 
technology, relationship and care of volunteers, and exercises in learning how to 
“think like a participant”.  Although the advertisement period for the day was 
short – about 3 weeks before the event – it quickly sold out and required 
adding further spaces. Moreover, people who work in partner organisations of 
DITOs and other EU and UK funded projects enthusiastically joined the event. The 
response from participants was very positive, and some of the presentations from 
the workshop were already accessed 3000 times, and we learned recently that 
they are being used in the US.” 
Muki Haklay  
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ECSA Gaia Agnello Several dates 
Bioblitz Network 
http://togetherscience.eu/events/view:list/activity:bioblitz/page:2   
“A BioBlitz is an event in which members of the public and scientists work 
together in a delimited area and defined time period to record as many species 
as possible. At the European Citizen Science Association (ECSA) we have been 
working on establishing a network of practitioners who have already experience in 
organising BioBlitzes and many more who are interested in doing so for the first 
time, wishing to learn from more experienced BioBlitzers. With BioBlitz becoming 
more and more popular, we received a lot of interest from practitioners across 
Europe and beyond to work together and increase cross-boundary exchange 
of experience. Engaging with members of the network and non-members alike has 
been crucial to understanding the needs of practitioners in this field and how to 
increase opportunities for networking and building capacity, aiming at enhancing the 
understanding of the impacts of this event format and why it represents a powerful 
tool for engaging the public, informing scientific research and decision-making 
processes.“  
Gaia Agnello 
 
Figure 9 Entomologist Jeff helps a young BioBlitzer identify her discoveries at Bristol BioBlitz (UK). Photo by 
Sophie Cook, Bristol Natural History Consortium 
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MP Chema Blanco Medialab-Prado (Madrid)  
17/05/2017 - 31/05/2017 
Citizen Science prototyping workshop 1 (Phase 2): Interactivos?’17.  
“Re-imagining movement in the city: citizen science for a sustainable 
present“ 
http://togetherscience.eu/x/1o5jvo7 
“Interactivos’?17 is a workshop where people from many different disciplines 
met to work collaboratively in projects for 15 days. This year the workshop was 
related to urban mobility issues from a citizen science environmental sustainability 
perspective. Eight projects were selected and around 40 collaborators from different 
south American and European countries joined to help the promoters of those 
projects to create working prototypes of their ideas. The workshop was very intense 
but there were so many things that went great. Among them, the relation between 
the participants, that they did not know each other in advanced was great. They 
worked together but also they had fun together. The quality of the projects 
was pretty high. To give an example: the project COSO aimed at creating an 
electronic device to measure the different textures of the roads of the city. This 
electronic device was hold into a bike, so cyclists can map the different textures into 
a public map that may be useful for other cyclists and the authorities, what can in 
turn promote the use of bikes in Madrid, where private cars produce tones of 
pollution. They managed to achieve a working prototype and this had just 
started. Every team did also a great effort to document all the projects so other 
collaborators can join them or even replicate the projects, since all the 
licenses are open (https://github.com/medialab-prado).“  
Chema Blanco 
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Figure 10 Participants at Interactivos?’17 and a detail of a prototype attached to a bike. Photo credits: Álvaro 
Minguito. 
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Meritum Pawel Wyszomirski Katowice, 
2/01/2017 - 15/10/2017 
(ongoing activity) 
Environment DIY Lab  
http://togetherscience.eu/events/env-diy-lab-phase-2_wqptr 
 
 
Figure 11 Participants in Environmental DIY Lab. Photo credits: Meritum 
“Since January till October 2017 group of 17 Poles take part in ‘ecoDIY labs’ - series 
of workshops on biodiversity and environmental sustainability. They are activists 
and educators from very different backgrounds (from environment researcher to 
well-known Polish musician). Each month they meet to discuss and to plan their 
activities on monitoring and enriching biodiversity. They also create 
community maps to introduce change in their places and evaluate them to 
propose also recommendation for EU level actions. Thanks to that they will 
create more sustainable future with their communities.” 
Pawel Wyszomirski 
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RBINS Nathalie Vanhamme Brussels, 10/05/2017 
Teachers training on theme of Classific'ACTION 
http://togetherscience.eu/events/classific-action-phase-2_wxnvm 
“Following the facilitation of the small exhibition Classific'action to some classes, the 
teachers of a primary school have requested a training on the subject in order 
to get familiar with the approach linked to the classification of living species 
with their pupils. I (Classific’Action facilitator) thus went on a Wednesday afternoon 
into the teachers' meeting room where about 10 motivated teachers were ready to 
receive my advices and learn from my experience through this specific workshop. 
This kind of meeting is quite unusual since teachers rarely ask themselves to 
benefit from a training as these are generally imposed through a list of 
subjects. This specific meeting has thus taken place thanks to the wish of the 
school director. 
This meeting has been really a rich experience. The teachers were able to go back 
on their knowledge on the subject, they obtained answers to their questions and 
were reassured on notions that seemed to be very complex. As facilitator, 
addressing a small group of people was very efficient, the exchanges were very 
fruitful, straightforward and more targeted on the participants' requests. It is very 
important for the diffusion of the new classification that teachers be well 
trained to avoid transmitting a false knowledge to pupils who will struggle to 
get rid of this wrong information later on.  
Thanks to this training given to all the teachers from the school, the transmission of 
this theme will be homogeneously done throughout the primary cycle. The pupils will 
thus all learn how classification works the same way with the same wording 
throughout their curricula. This is a great start!“ 
Nathalie Vanhamme 
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RBINS Nathalie Vanhamme Brussels,  
5/04/2017-6/04/2017 
Plushology (workshop from the exhibition Classific’Action) 
http://togetherscience.eu/events/pelushologie 
“How did the scientists manage to put some order into the various species? 
What are the main characteristics of a bird or an insect? Through gaming and 
learning on classification, 12 kids between 7-9 years old have during 2 days 
been confronted to the concept of taxonomy and have even applied it to their 
own favourite plush and teddy bear! They have learnt how to distinguish 
specimens between them, how scientist have found ways and common 
understandings to identify them and how this concept can be applied to all species 
provided you master the keys and even to their own toys.“ 
Nathalie Vanhamme 
  
 
Figure 12 Engaged children in Plushology. Photo credits: RBINS 
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RBINS Jerome Constant Brussels, 30/04/2017 
Phasma Meeting 
http://togetherscience.eu/x/1x3yf1c 
 
 
Figure 13 Different shots at Phasma Meeting. Photo credits: RBINS 
“The Phasma meeting was organized for the second time at RBINS in 2017 as the 
result of the fruitful collaboration of RBINS entomologists studying stick insects, 
and the Phasma working group. In this working group, mostly amateurs  but also 
scientists from different research institutions in Europe, share their knowledge and 
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experience on stick insects, and exchange the surplus of their breeding 
stocks. 
For this year’s edition, about 80 people from six European countries gathered to 
RBINS in Brussels for this very unique event. Two talks were proposed: one by an 
experienced taxonomist and the second by an experienced breeder (amateur). 
Four groups of 15 people also visited the entomological collections of RBINS. 
We were very lucky to receive support from DITOs to offer 10 terrariums: 3 to the 
winners of the “stick challenge” and 7 awarded by drawing lots so that all participants 
had their chance. The lunch was also offered and contributed to create a very 
friendly atmosphere between all participants, and we received the very pleasant 
comment ‘it is better than any scientific conference!’ from Dr Sven Bradler 
(University of Göttingen, Germany). 
The strength of such event is probably the passion that all those people, old and 
(very) young, amateurs and scientists, share for the stick insects, and surely the fact 
that the phasma meeting already existed as an initiative of the workgroup. We have 
only helped to make it grow and enhanced the contact with scientific experts 
in an internationally recognised natural history institution, providing new 
perspectives of cooperation to all, researchers, citizen-scientists and 
breeders.” 
Jerome Constant, scientist organiser of the workshop at RBINS 
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RBINS Wendy Massart  Belgium - primary 
schools 
Throughout the school 
year 
XperiBird : Doing it yourself birds observation 
http://xperibird.be/fr/accueil 
 
 
Figure 14 XperiBird project. Photo credits: RBINS 
“XperiBIRD.be is an educational project initiated by the RBINS and Google.org 
that aims to distribute nest boxes equipped with a camera and a nano-
computer to schools across Belgium. The camera permits to monitor and record 
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what is happening in the nest box during the nesting period (from egg to flight!). This 
project is the first of its kind! And the first edition was already a success! About 200 
primary and secondary schools received their observation kit (for free!) during this 
school year and shared their observations via the website, where, thanks to an 
interactive map, everyone can follow the nesting events of these passerine birds! 
The goals of XperiBIRD.be are multiple, combining both Natural Sciences and 
Technology. It aims to stimulate interest in sciences, nature conservation and 
technologies among children from 10 to 14 year olds. It is also a citizen sciences 
project: the observation data entered on the website by the school pupils will be 
valorised by the scientists of the RBINS. For the next edition, we would also like to 
involve the bird’s ringers of the RBINS to visit the participant schools to ring the 
young birds. 
The schools involved were really enthusiastic, sharing photos and videos on 
the website, and developing class and schools activities around XperiBIRD.be. 
We are looking forward to the school year 2017/2018 where 200 other nest boxes 
will be distributed, increasing the community of budding observers! The data entered 
on the interactive map are of use to ornithologists from the RBINS who can measure 
any change in behaviour throughout the year, and on the longer term any impact of 
climate change on tits nesting.” 
Wendy Massart 
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RBINS Wouter De Coninck West-Vlaanderen, Hasselt 
and Brussels 
9/5/17 - 16/5/2017 
Insect guerilla in administrative buildings of the Province of West-
Vlaanderen, the Jenevermuseum in Hasselt and Municipality of 
Brussels 
http://togetherscience.eu/events/insect-week-in-brussels-city-hall 
“From May 27nd until the 4th of June more than 100 activities for and with a Citizen 
science audience took place all over Belgium: the Belgian week of the insects. 
During this week entomologists wanted to stress the importance, beauty and 
necessity for humans of insects. To promote this week of citizen science activities 
spread over Belgium, a team of entomologist did an insect inventory in 3 different 
buildings and places where a lot of people pass by during their work or breaks. 
At each location the Human resource administration and communication service did 
announce the event to their employees in advance and this motivated them to 
collaborate or at least see and participate on the event. 
The activities were a success because the participants and visitors of this event 
realised that insects could be present as well in their working environment, 
and that this cohabitation was not a threat to them. They could also learn on the 
species found on the spot through microscopes and explanations from the 
entomologists. The location where the activity took place was strategically 
chosen: all employees needed to pass the tables where the results of the 
inventory were presented. A celebrity of Flemish television also participated and 
attracted additional interested potential participants for the activity. This also ensured 
the presence of a lot of social media (television, radio, press in general) and as 
such a large platform to obtain even more potential citizen science participants for 
the upcoming week of the insect were reached.” 
Wouter DeConinck 
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Figure 15 Pictures from Insect guerilla events. Photo credits: RBINS 
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 Online resources 6
This section provides a set of summaries given by each partner that explain which 
kind of online resources they have produced until month thirteen. An additional list is 
provided according by using the published resources of the Events Diary that every 
partner fills in through the web page. Part of this information can also be found in 
Deliverable D6.5. [2] 
6.1 ECSA 
“ECSA has published a webpage to share information on the activities and events 
involving the BioBlitz network. The page include the link to a questionnaire that 
allows BioBlitz organisers to register events and provide details to build the event 
page on the DITOs online event calendar. Another questionnaire is available to 
organisers to provide valuable information on successes and challenges and 
evidence of good practices experienced during event organisation and coordination. 
Our partner Bristol Natural History Consortium coordinating the UK BioBlitz national 
network, has also shared the questionnaire ´Recap your BioBlitz´ in order to help us 
gathering evaluation data of BioBlitz events held in the UK (see: 
http://www.bnhc.org.uk/recap-your-bioblitz/). Besides, the BioBlitz approach, 
example of environmental citizen science, has been the focus of DITOs Initial Policy 
Brief (DITOs D4.1) on the theme ‘Cross-border research and cooperation for 
environmental sustainability’ and has been developed in collaboration with members 
of the BioBlitz network. Finally, ECSA circulates a bi-monthly newsletter to share 
information and updates on DITOs, and promote activities and events.” 
Gaia Agnello 
ECSA - List of online resources 
DIY & DIT Workshops 
Bioblitz - le numérique au service de la biodiversité: 
http://wiki.opengeneva.org/index.php/Bioscope_Bioblitz 
Proyecto Natusfera Bosque Boadilla: http://natusfera.gbif.es/projects/bioblitz-
monte-de-boadilla-20-de-abril-de-2017 
BIOBLITZ: Esploratori delle Biodiversità per un giorno!: 
http://www.dafnae.unipd.it/sites/dafnae.unipd.it/files/locaninda_bioblitz_LR.pdf 
 
6.2 MP 
“Medialab Prado uses Twitter, Facebook and its own web page to communicate and 
disseminate the events it organises. Since in every event some kind of 
multidisciplinary collaboration happens and therefore knowledge is produced, MP 
puts a lot of effort to document this process and the knowledge that emerges so it 
can be shared for the rest of the society. This includes online repositories for 
pictures, videos, code, 3d printer designs, etc. For example, during the seminar of 
Interactivos’17 all the talks (two long days) were recorded and streamed live through 
Youtube with more than one hundred and twenty views each one. These videos 
remain in Youtube to reach larger audiences. During the prototyping workshop MP 
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taught participants how to use GitHub to document their projects and upload code 
and blueprints if any, that can be found here. MP encourages for every project the 
use of open and free licenses. To have a taste of the experiences of Interactivos’17, 
there is an edited video publically published in Vimeo.” 
Chema Blanco 
MP - List of online resources 
Conferences / seminars 
Citizen Science Seminar 1 (Phase 2):  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPVjP-jyd74 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HbHJq_twww 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QSP_N08unSs 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HbHJq_twww 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7HbHJq_twww 
http://medialab-prado.es/article/interactivos17-seminario 
DIY & DIT Workshops 
2nd Citizen Science Encounter: http://medialab-prado.es/article/encuentro-de-
ciencia-ciudadana2 
Citizen Science prototyping workshop 1 (Phase 2): https://github.com/medialab-
prado/Interactivos17 
https://vimeo.com/221778705 
 
6.3 RBINS 
“The RBINS uses different channels to reach its audiences and notably the DITOs 
participants. It uses mostly emails to contact and receive the questions or feedback 
from the participants, but also the dedicated websites of the activities (Xperibird, 
Xperilab, Ik Heb een vraag) and the pages informing on its various exhibitions: from 
the large permanent ones to those touring. It has developed online questionnaires 
inspired by DITOs to collect the feedback from its visitors.  
It also uses a lot its Facebook page for information intended for loyal family 
audiences who come to the Museum and participate in our activities. It has 7,000 
followers and a “reach” of over 1.3 million people (who have seen content associated 
with the page). On Twitter, we provide factual information, our scientists talk about 
their research, give their opinions on current events. Our followers include other 
scientists, museum professionals, journalists, engaged citizens and science 
enthusiasts. Networks like Instagram, Tumblr and YouTube focus on images as a 
means of communicating to a young, trendy audience looking for unusual, quirky 
photos and interested in information conveyed through storytelling.” 
Carole Paleco 
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RBINS - List of online resources 
Discussions / debates at Science public cafés and public screenings  
Science Café (Phase 1) - Poison: 
https://www.naturalsciences.be/en/museum/exhibitions-view/1255/6175/100 
Taxonomy workshops : Insects week guerillas 
http://www.bruzz.be/nl/video/insectenzoektocht-het-brusselse-stadhuis-magere-
oogst 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaF6mxCgziY 
https://share.naturalsciences.be/d/71ea00ae4d/files/?p=/Guerilla%20BXL%20FR_
YOUTUBE.mp4 
http://public.radiocampus.be/170530_HDS_SE_Jerome_Constant_semaine_des_i
nsectes.mp3 
https://www.rtbf.be/auvio/detail_la-semaine-des-insectes?id=2218360 
http://www.rtl.be/info/Video/629876.aspx 
https://www.een.be/van-gils-gasten/insectenzoektocht 
https://radio2.be/west-vlaanderen/insecten-guerrilla-met-lieven-scheire 
https://www.west-vlaanderen.be/nieuws/Paginas/20170509_insecten_0227.aspx 
http://www.focus-wtv.be/nieuws/lieven-scheire-zoekt-insecten-boeverbos 
DIY & DIT Workshops 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9SGN8Tb7zI 
6.4 KI 
“The Kersnikova Institute is utilising many online channels to communicate and 
disseminate DITOs activities. The main and most up-to-date resources are our 
Facebook pages (Kersnikova, BioTehna, RAMPA Lab, and Kapelica Gallery) where 
the specific activities are posted first by the department where the activity takes 
place and later on shared by Kersnikova. Secondly, there is an existing Kersnikova 
newsletter also being utilised for publicise DITOs activities within the Kersnikova 
domain. The newsletters go out on a monthly basis and are mostly used for 
announcing the events, given that the events are planned in advance and have the 
content and visual materials already prepared. The websites are currently under (re-
)construction and will start to go on-line again by the last trimester of 2017 
(Kersnikova.org, RAMPA.org, BioTehna.org), while Kapelica Gallery is still on-line 
but it runs on an outdated flash design so it is available only to some visitors. Twitter 
accounts have been set up - mostly private via which we connect to the DITOs 
Twitter account and tweet or re-tweet relevant information.  
This year, finally the Kersnikova smartphone app should kick-off, so we will 
disseminate information also via that channel.” 
Simon Gmajner 
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6.5 MERITUM 
“The Meritum uses several communication channels. The main channel is 
Facebook. We promote events on two Facebook profiles - Meritum and Eco21 - via 
Mieszkam tu / I’m living here. The second channel are websites - trenerzy.slask.pl, 
eco21.pl, szkola.eco21.pl. The last one is devoted to DIY Lab. 
News on citizen science and DITOs activities are also added by Paweł Wyszomirski 
- project coordinator to his profiles on social media - Facebook, Twitter and website  
- wyszomirski.biz.” 
Pawel Wyszomirski 
6.6 UCL 
“At UCL we use both institutional and social media outlet to share information and to 
create resources that can be used over a longer period of time. Particular emphasis 
is also paid at reaching at UCL’s specific target audiences identified in our analysis 
for the preparation of the communication, dissemination and exploitation plan and its 
update (Deliverables D6.2 and D6.5). Blog posts about the project are added to the 
Extreme Citizen Science ExCiteS research group blog 
https://uclexcites.wordpress.com/. Muki Haklay also writes extensively in his 
personal blog https://povesham.wordpress.com/, where he provides summaries of 
events, analysis of recent publications, links to presentations and further resources. 
The UCL team also sharing information through the ExCiteS twitter account, 
@UCL_ExCiteS, and Facebook page. Presentation slides are shared on SlideShare 
website and in case of video recording of talks and presentations, they are shared 
on YouTube and on the group website. UCL ExCiteS also uses the group’s mailing 
lists with more than 800 subscribers.  
Blogs about selected events run by UCL are posted on 
https://citizenswithoutbordersdotcom.wordpress.com, where relevant information, 
links, and photos are shared. Events organised through 'Science has no Borders' are 
promoted and twitted about during the event using @CwB_London. 
Sciencehasnoborders.org (which links to our meetup group is an event scheduling 
platform and functions as a space for members of the public to learn about upcoming 
events, rate events they attended and leave comments including references and 
links to resources that they talked about/shared during the event. We encourage 
people to use the platform to post their own events or interesting events they plan to 
attend. 
Another important online resource that UCL provides is the institutional repository, 
where DITOs deliverables and outputs (e.g. policy briefs) are deposited and become 
available for search by research-oriented search engines.” 
Cindy Regalado 
UCL - List of online resources 
Conferences / seminars 
Keynote talk at Esri Edu UC:   
https://povesham.wordpress.com/2016/06/27/esri-education-conference-2016-day-
1/ 
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Crowdsourcing the future: 
https://povesham.wordpress.com/2017/01/04/crowdsourcing-the-future/ 
 
Discussions / debates at Science public cafés and public screenings  
Demystifying creative commons & copyrights issues:  
https://www.zenodo.org/record/495474#.WTZzzOvyvDc 
Citizen Science 2017:  
https://povesham.wordpress.com/2017/05/20/citizen-science-2017-day-2-
afternoon-online-projects-insights-and-final-reception-with-the-crowd-and-the-
cloud/ 
 
DIY & DIT Workshops 
Environmental Citizen Science Training Day: 
https://povesham.wordpress.com/2017/02/07/into-the-night-training-day-on-citizen-
science-slides/ 
https://uclexcites.wordpress.com/2017/04/26/a-citizen-science-training-day/ 
Earth Hour Sky Quality Sensing: 
https://www.earthhour.org/ 
http://eu.earthwatch.org/ 
Star gazing Burgess Park: 
https://uclexcites.wordpress.com/2017/04/27/interview-the-researchers-what-was-
into-the-night/ 
Earthwatch Star Gazing: 
https://uclexcites.wordpress.com/2017/04/27/interview-the-researchers-what-was-
into-the-night/ 
BeWater European policy workshop: 
http://www.bewaterproject.eu/press-room/news/item/european-policy-event-
stakeholder-engagement-essential-in-adaptation-planning?category_id=4 
 Conclusion 7
In this deliverable, a set of different tables present a summary of the activities 
organised and supported in Phases 1 & 2 up to month 13. Through ‘Success 
Stories’, partners were able to describe and illustrate some of the actual events by 
telling their personal experiences and highlighting good practices. The report has 
also given pointers to the resulting online resources, both in the form of a 
contextualized summary and in the form of a comprehensive list. Table 8 shows that 
91 activities have been completed during these first thirteen months. This represents 
more than 65% of the promised events.  
Note that some of them are extra activities that were not included in the GA. They 
represent an extra effort to promote and disseminate the potential of citizen science 
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to society. At the time of writing this document several activities are ongoing so we 
expect that all the promised activities will be completed by month 24.  
Table 8 Summary table to compare activities promised in the GA during the first twenty four months and the ones 
carried out until month thirteen. 
WP2 
ENV SUST. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Partner 
Phase 1 Phase 2 TOTAL Phase 1 & 2 
M1-M6 M7-M24 M1-M24 M1-M13 
Total number of events 
planned in the GA per partner 
Total number of 
events planned in the 
GA per partner 
Total number of 
events planned in the 
grant agreement per 
partner 
Total number of 
events carried out per 
partner  
 
UCL 6 32 38 32 
ECSA 2 28 30 25 
MP 0 5 5 3  
KI 2 13 15 4 
Meritum 0 6 6 0 
RBINS 10 22 32 27 
TOTAL all 
partners  
21 113 134 91  (68%) 
 
Success Stories have illustrated the diversity of activities that are included in DITOs: 
large exhibitions focused on science communication in a museum (e.g.: Poison, 
RBINS), conferences about civic science (e.g.: Civic Science and DIY Enquiry: 
Critical perspectives and experiences from Jerusalem, London and New York, UCL), 
online researchers participation answering citizens questions about science (Ik heb 
een vraag, RBINS), interdisciplinary art and science discussions in a relaxed 
atmosphere (Freaktion Bar #4, KI) and a great variety of workshops. These ranges 
from introductory workshops about aerial mapping (Do-It-Yourself aerial mapping 
Part 1: aerial photography, UCL), training sessions for citizen science activities 
(Environmental Citizen Science Training Day, UCL), many biodiversity mapping days 
in different countries (Bioblitz Network, ECSA) to birds observation using technology 
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(XperiBird, RBINS) and inventories of insects that live around us with a TV celebrity 
(Insect Guerilla, RBINS).  
They all have focused on environmental sustainability, but using different 
methodologies and involving very different publics: there are Polish activists and 
musicians wearing animal masks to discuss how to plan activities in environmental 
monitoring (Environmental DIY Lab, Meritum), there are South American makers 
working together to make prototypes for pirate bicycle stations (Interactivos?’17, 
MP), people flying kites to do DIY mapping and promote citizen science communities 
(Do-It-Yourself aerial mapping, UCL), school children doing biodiversity mapping and 
groups of online scientists answering general public's scientific questions about 
volcanos (Ik heb een vraag, RBINS).  
These events involve different levels of engagement that can be mapped onto the 
‘escalator model’ (p.127 in [1]),  from a top-down approach where an institution 
design the contents and people learn about science by seeing and experience them 
during one day (e.g.: Celebrate Europe Day, RBINS) to a bottom-up strategy 
where participants propose the projects they are interested in and the institution 
facilitates materials and mentorship to let participants prototype them on a 
collaborative way during two very intense weeks (e.g.: Interactivos?’17, MP).  
Table 1 shows that DITOs’ partners have been working with 130 collaborators. 
This is an average of approximately 1.4 collaborators per activity carried out. Of 
course there are many differences among activities and not always external 
collaboration is required. However that number shows the profound effort we are 
doing to involve a variety of agents that contribute very differently to society in order 
to establish a stable network of citizen science practitioners and facilitators. 
About the documentation and online resources, a variety of strategies have been 
also applied: from the use of social media to communicate an event in advance, 
questionnaires to gather useful information or videos recording seminars and 
personal interviews for dissemination, to carefully designed instructables or online 
repositories for blueprints and code to spread knowledge and strengthen the 
possibility that some projects could be replicated elsewhere.  
By reviewing the examples, through the process of writing this deliverable, we would 
like to emphasize the importance of documenting success stories: firstly, they 
have the capability to show personal stories and motivations of the people 
participating in citizen science activities. Secondly, they provide specific insights to 
DITOs’ practice, what ease the process of sharing knowledge among partners (and 
even outside the consortium) within a particular context. And thirdly, they allow other 
voices not necessarily related to DITOs organization to be heard, what can bring 
fresh ideas and identification of other needs from the public to be tackled by citizen 
science processes.  
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